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Abstract
Area-IO provide a way to eliminate the IO bottleneck

of �eld programmable logic devices (FPLDs) created the
mismatch between the ability of perimeter bonds to pro-
vide IO and and the propensity of logic to demand it.
Whether the incorporation of area IO into FPLD archi-
tectures has undesirable side e�ects is a question that
has not yet been answered. In this paper, we examine the
architectural impact of area-IO on FPLDs from a the-
oretical and experimental standpoint and show that the
introduction of area IO generally improves the routabil-
ity and delay of a set of benchmark circuits.

1

1 Introduction
The application of area-IO to Field Programmable

Logic Devices (FPLDs) originally stemmed from our
work on Field Programmable Multi-Chip Modules
(FPMCM).[DGI+94] In this section we introduce area-
IO and present reasons why area-IO are desirable even
in the context of single-chip FPLDs. We then propose a
speci�c area-IO architecture whose characteristics will
be the subject the remainder of the paper.

1.1 Limits of Perimeter Bonding

FPLDs are connected to a digital system us-
ing a combination of packaging structures that pro-
vide protection, electrical connection, and e�cient re-
moval of the by-products of computation.[Tum92] To-
day, the most common method of making the elec-
trical connection between the FPLD and the pack-
age is by wirebonding.[Xil93] Wirebonds are mechan-
ically delicate, and have relatively high electrical
parasitics.[Bak90] Because of this, it is usually not rec-
ommended to have long wirebonds, limiting the area
where wirebonds can be attached to the perimeter of
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Figure 1: Wirebond (a) and ip-chip (b) packaging tech-
nologies have an impact on the routability and perfor-
mance of FPGAs.

the IC.[Har91] In addition to this, the precision of the
machinery requires each bond pad to be placed at a
pitch greater than 100 microns in order to ensure high
yield.[Har92] Since the area where wirebonds can be
attached is limited, and since each bond takes up a
certain amount of area, the total number of perime-
ter bonds that can be placed on a single die is limited.
(See �gure 1a). Experience suggests this number of IO
is not always enough, especially in FPLD-based emula-
tion systems because of the large number of chip to chip
signals.[BTA93]

1.2 Potential Solutions

There are several ways to increase the number of IO
on a single IC:

� Use a larger die with a larger perimeter and more
IO.

� Use a very oblong die to increase the perimeter
without changing the area.

� Improve bonding technology so that smaller bond
pitches are feasible.

� Change bonding processes to allow bonds to be
placed away from the perimeter.

Let us consider each of these in turn:

1.2.1 Larger Die

Although increasing the die and leaving a large amount
of dead space between the core logic and the pads
is a common approach in IO-limited standard cell
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designs[DB93], it is not likely that the same approach
will be employed in FPLDs. First, FPLDs are already
pushing the limits of what can be done on a single IC.
Second, making the FPLD larger results in an exponen-
tial increase in chip cost, which is not returned in added
functionality because most of the added logic resources,
although they have been paid for, will be idle.

1.2.2 Aspect Ratio

It is possible to increase the ratio of perimeter to silicon
area as much as desired by merely elongating the die.
More rectangular die obviously have a higher ratio of IO
to gates. Although this is a useful technique, there are
two factors that limit its application. The �rst is that
very oblong die are more di�cult to handle and man-
ufacture. The second is that if the die is very oblong,
the signal tra�c that needs to cross the narrow central
axis of the die may begin to exceed the existing wiring
resources, creating a bottleneck.

1.2.3 Improve Bond Pitch

Wirebond pitches have been decreasing over time and
techniques such as TAB have the potential to increase
the number of IO that can connect to a �xed length of
die perimeter while simultaneously addressing the prob-
lem of yield.[HHYea93] Although there is good evidence
that wirebonding technology can be improved, these im-
provements are likely to be costly to develop and in-
cremental in nature and to break down once again as
increasing demands are placed upon them.

1.2.4 Area IO

The crux of the problem is that the demand for IO of
a complex of N2 gates grows faster with respect to N
than the perimeter because of Rent's rule. [DGI+94]
The central claim of this paper is that area IO provide
an immediate, lasting, and un-controversial solution to
the IO bottleneck on FPLDs. In area-IO, the IO pads
are placed anywhere on the surface of the IC, and the
signals are carried to their destinations via wires in a
multi-layered interconnect medium (which could be a
package, a board, or a module).(Figure 1b). In the

case MCM and BGA, the bonding connection is usu-
ally achieved by solder bumps between the IC and the
interconnect fabric.[Bak90] With area-IO the number of
IO pads scales linearly with the chip size, meaning that
as chip sizes increase, the IO bottleneck becomes less
and less a problem.(Figure 2). 2

1.3 True Area-IO vs Redistribution

There are several ways to achieve area-IO. One tech-
nique is to take a perimeter-IO die and simply place
additional layers of interconnect and packaging on it
to redistribute the perimeter pads to the center of the
die.[DD94, Bin94] This has the advantage that very lit-
tle re-design is required, but the disadvantage is that
the number of IO will still be limited by the number of
bond pads at the perimeter. As such, these redistribu-
tion techniques are merely a short-term measure.

A more radical technique is to move the pads from
the perimeter to the center of the die on the IC itself.
Although this requires signi�cant changes to the archi-
tectural and physical design of FPLDs, we believe that
in the long run such design e�ort is justi�ed. First,
employing area-IO during the chip design process elim-
inates the need for the costly and performance-limiting
redistribution layers discussed above. Secondly, area-
IO has some advantages for clock and power distribu-
tion.Thirdly, savings in chip area have been reported
when switching from perimeter to area IO in physi-
cal design of standard cell devices, suggesting that the
FPLD layout area will decrease.[DB93]

Although true area-IO technique has some advan-
tages, might not there also be some disadvantages to
introducing such radical changes? Perhaps placing the
IO in the center of the die will result in routing con-
gestion or very di�erent and di�cult placement prob-
lems that produce longer routing delays. These are the
concerns that the remainder of this paper addresses.
The hurried reader can rest assured that placing the IO
evenly throughout the FPLD generally makes the rout-
ing problem simpler, resulting less routing congestion
and smaller overall delays.

1.4 A Proposed Area-IO Architecture

To make the following discussion more concrete, for
the remainder of this paper we will consider two com-
peting FPLD architectures The �rst architecture is the
existing family Xilinx 4000 FPLD with perimeter IO
pads.[Xil93] The second is a modi�ed version where the
perimeter IO blocks have been removed and each CLB
has been supplemented with an IO pad. (Figure 3) 3

Assuming that the new architecture has an equivalent
gate count, the gates-IO relation for the area-IO archi-
tecture is shown in �gure 2.

2 Theoretical Analysis
In the previous section, we described how area-IO

could be used to circumvent the perimeter IO bottle-
neck. In this section, we discuss the possible impact

2Although with a planar interconnect fabric the number of IO

leaving the die is still bounded by a function of the die perime-

ter, the fact that thin �lm wires can be spaced much closer than

wirebonds and the fact that layers in the interconnect fabric can

be stacked make the problem much less severe.
3Some readers may question whether this is feasible, and

though we do not have access to die information from Xilinx to

make a determination, area-IO can be placed as close as 200�m

to e�ect this change.
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Figure 3: Di�erence between area-IO and perimeter-IO
FPLDs

that an area-IO will have on routability and delay. Our
goal is to compare the routability and delay of \typi-
cal" circuits on two sets of architectures: architectures
with perimeter IO and architectures with area-IO. We
will conclude that area-IO are a good feature if we can
show that the probability that a circuit will route on
the area-IO FPLD is higher than on the standard ar-
chitecture, and if we can show that the critical delay on
the area-IO architecture is likely to be smaller.

2.1 Observables

To keep our intellectual feet on the ground, we should
consider what properties we can actually measure and
what properties yield to theoretical analysis. Let us
assume that we have two architectures to compare and
a set of benchmarks circuits which capture the meaning
of \typical circuit".

In order to make a comparison of delay, we could
route each circuit onto both architectures using some
algorithm which is believed to be well-suited to the ar-
chitecture in question. (This algorithm need not be the
same for both architectures). We could then measure
the critical path delays and come to a quantitative con-
clusion about the impact of area-IO on delay on the
benchmark circuits. This observation can be general-
ized to a claim about the delay of typical circuits to the
degree that the benchmarks represent typical circuits.

Making quantitative conclusions about the routabil-
ity of an architecture is a much more di�cult matter,
since routability is a discrete event. For example, given
ten circuits and a pair of architectures, we might �nd
that all of the circuits routes on each of the architec-
tures in which case we cannot make any distinction. We
might compare routability by using a set of architectures
where some routing resource's availability (such as chan-
nel width) is parameterized, and asking what the cut-o�
point for the parameter is. Although this is a tractable
approach which has been employed in the past, it re-
quires a large number of experiments and customized
routing tools. For the purposes of this paper, it would
be useful to �nd another quantity which can be used as
an indicator of routability.

2.2 Wirelength as the Figure of Merit

A connection between the total length
of placed wire, routability, and circuit delay has been
established.[BRV93, Don79] In general, longer overall
wirelength is related to longer average signal delay be-
cause longer wires pass through more switches and have
a higher capacitive loading. Higher total wire lengths
are also related to lower routability, because the chance
of contention for each element of the �xed number rout-
ing resources is raised. In addition, there is a bulk of
theoretical work on wirelength distributions which have

been used to obtain routability results and channel ca-
pacity estimates.[Gam81, Don79, Don81, Feu82, CC91]
Because wirelength is directly observable and a rela-
tively strong theoretical background exists, we will focus
on the wirelength distribution in our theoretical com-
parisons.

Note that it is not the absolute wirelength (in me-
ters) that matters as much as the number of rows and
columns in the routing lattice which must be traversed.
Thus the small enlargement of the logic block in the
area-IO architecture may be ignored for the routability
and delay analysis.

2.3 Algorithm 1: Random Placement

Since the wirelength distribution depends on the al-
gorithm as well as the circuit and the architecture, it
will be useful at �rst to consider a very simple place-
ment algorithm: random placement. Although we are
not suggesting that random placement is a good method
for choosing IO or block locations, in the case that the
IO positions are arbitrarily pre-assigned, the random
model of the placement may be the most appropriate.

Let us assume that our circuit is a collection of N2

logic blocks with an average of k terminals on each
block. The logic blocks are then placed arbitrarily in
an N � N lattice in the core of the FPLD.(Figure 4)
If Rent's rule holds, then the number of IO required by
this collection of blocks, denoted by P , will be approx-
imately:

P � kN2r (1)

where r is the \Rent exponent", a design dependent
parameter between 0 and 1 with a \typical" value of
2/3.[Don81]

To �nd the number of terminals requiring connection,
T , we add the number of external pins and the number
of terminals on each of the N2 blocks:

T � k(N2 +N2r) (2)

Assuming each net connects d � 2 terminals, the
number of total connections or nets, c, is:

c � T=d � k(N2 +N2r)=d (3)

We may partition the nets into two types as in �gure
4, based on whether they connect an IO pad or not.
Assuming each IO pad appears is used for one net, the
number of external nets, i.e. those between logic blocks
and pads on the perimeter, is:

cext = P � kN2r (4)

while the remaining number of internal nets is just:

cint � (k(N2 +N2r)=d� kN2r (5)

Let us assume that the routing algorithm is optimal
in the sense that it successfully connects blocks using
some path that has the same length as the Manhat-
tan distance between blocks, or in the case of a multi-
terminal net, a path that has the same length as the
half of the perimeter of the bounding box enclosing all
of the terminals to be connected. Then, the total length
of wire generated by random placement is denoted by L
and can be decomposed into the sum:

Lrand = cintlint;rand + cextlext;rand (6)
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where lint;rand and lext;rand are the expected lengths of
the internal and external nets. Since cint and cext are
already well-understood, to estimate L we need only to
evaluate lint;rand and lext;rand.

Since the choice of architecture does not a�ect the
randomness of the placement of the logic blocks in the
core, we can compute lint;rand independent of the archi-
tecture. Ignoring the discrete nature of the placement,
the expected value of the internal net length depends
on the number of terminals and is proportional to the
array size. Assuming for simplicity that the number of
terminals on each net is simply 2, we have:

lint;rand � 2N=3 (7)

Note that the internal lengths should be the same re-
gardless of the architecture.

For the external nets, the lengths depend on whether
the IO are located on the perimeter or in the core. In
the area-IO case, the IO are located in the core. If
we adopt the convention that the IOs in the area-IO
case are distributed evenly inside the logic blocks in the
core, then the lengths are drawn from a random process
equivalent to Lint:

lext;aio = lint (8)

This similarity exists even if there are fewer IOs than
logic blocks, as long as the IOs are placed evenly within
the logic blocks.

In the perimeter IO case, however, although the end-
point in the core is drawn from the previous uniform
distribution, the endpoint on the IO pad must be dis-
tributed evenly along the edge of the N by N shape.
We can show that the expected value of the length of
such a two-point net is:

lext;rand;pio � 5N=6: (9)

We can see immediately that the average external 2-
pin net in the perimeter IO case is slightly (25%) longer
than the average internal net. The area IO architecture
does not su�er from this disadvantage as its internal
and external nets are exactly the same length. How
seriously this e�ect impacts the total chip wiring will
depend on the number of internal and external nets,
and their respective degrees.

If we again assume that almost all nets are of degree
2 and combine this with (6) we get:

Lrand;pio � (kN )(N2=3 +N2r=2) (10)

for the perimeter case, and

Lrand;aio � kN (N2 + N2r)=3 (11)

for the area-IO case.
To consider how these quantities scale with array size,

we can compute the fraction of the perimeter IO's wire
that we could expect to eliminate by going to area-IO:

�rand = (Lrand;pio � Lrand;aio)=Lrand;pio (12)

� 1=(2N2�2r + 3) (13)

This measure of area-IO's advantage decreases with
increasing N because the external nets become a smaller
fraction of the total interconnect. This analysis suggests
that area-IO o�er a small improvement on the total wire
length, but not much. In the limit as FPGA become
very large, the expected improvement in average wire-
length under random placement becomes negligible.

2.4 Limitations

Before too much con�dence is placed in these models,
it should be noted that many of the assumptions that
they are based on are very rough. For example, most of
the previous theoretical models assume that the rout-
ing area is so large that edge e�ects are insigni�cant,
and gloss over the possibility of hot-spots in the rout-
ing architecture. Secondly, real placement programs
almost always beat random placements. Finally, we
have glossed over the new resource conicts that plac-
ing the IO structure in the logic blocks might create.
Although the theoretical models suggest that area-IO
improves the wirelength, and by implication the delay
and routability, experimental results are clearly needed
in order to make a �rm determination. It should be
stressed that the proper purpose of the above models is
to justify the e�ort involved in the experiments, rather
than to produce detailed predictions of wiring savings.

3 Experiment
In the previous sections we introduced the need for

area-IO and provided a theoretical model that suggests
that area-IO may have advantages over perimeter-IO in
routability and delay. In this section we provide exper-
imental evidence to substantiate this claim.

We performed two sets of experiments to see the ef-
fect of area I/O on total routing resources, and critical
path delay. These experiments were later re�ned to bet-
ter understand the mechanism of the wirelength savings.

3.1 Common Considerations

There are a number of procedural factors common
to both set of experiments. These experiments were
performed on MCNC benchmarks shown in table 1.
We used the XACT 5.0.0 software to place and route
the designs in order to avoid uncertainties and non-
repeatability associated with home-grown software. To
simulate the perimeter-IO architecture we used the raw
circuit on the existing X4000 series part. In order to
simulate the presence of area-IO for the comparison, the
circuits were modi�ed to fool the software into believing
that IO pads can be placed inside a CLB.

The basic concept is that we can pretend that we have
replaced one of the ip ops in each CLB with a more
complicated circuit which contains both a ip op and
an IO pad without changing the routing architecture.
(Figure 5) Then, to simulate the area-IO architecture,
we can then modify the netlist as follows. First, each
input block or latched input block is replaced by the Q
(output) pin of a D ip op which can be gated to the



Circuit CLBs IOs Part type Gate Util.

alu2 108 16 4005PQ160 55%

vda 167 56 4005PQ160 85%

x1 79 86 4005PQ160 40%

c1355 83 73 4003PQ100 83%

c3540 256 72 4006PG156 100%
c499 56 73 4003PQ100 56%

c880 85 86 4003HPG191 85%

s1196 144 30 4004APC84 100%

s1423 100 24 4003PC84 100%

s5378 256 86 4006PG156 100%
s9234 400 43 4010DPC84 100%

s13207 576 154 4013MQ208 100%

Table 1: MCNC benchmark characteristics. Circuits in
the lower half of the chart are sequential circuits. Part
shown is the part used to implement the design. In all
cases the smallest feasible part was chosen.
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Figure 5: A modi�ed X4000 CLB with IO structures.
The grey region consists of added circuitry that replaces
the ordinary D-ip op in the existing Xilinx 4000. The
circuit can implement direct and latched output of the
function table, direct and latched input from the pad,
or the original function of the CLB.

pad in our new CLB. Similarly the pin for each latched
or un-latched output block is replaced by the D (input)
pin of a D ip op which can be gated to an output
bu�er in the new CLB. The CLK pin of the ip-ops
created for un-latched inputs was left unconnected so as
not to produce additional routing. Finally, constraints
are put on the added ip ops to ensure placement of
at most one of these added ip op per CLB.

The modi�ed CLB we used to accomplish this decep-
tion will perform rather well, though it should be noted
that the design of this CLB was guided by the expe-
diency with which it could be simulated with existing
tools, not for its elegance.

3.2 Wiring Resource Comparison

The �rst experiment was designed to measure the
impact of area-IO on the routability of FPGAs. Since
routability is di�cult to measure directly for the rea-
sons discussed before, we decided to compare the overall
wiring resources used in each architecture for each cir-
cuit. Our hypothesis was that the area-IO architecture
would require fewer overall routing resources for most

circuits.
In the perimeter-IO case the circuits were placed and

routed normally and the utilization of routing resources
was reported by the Xilinx tools. The area-IO case was
implemented using the circuitous technique described
above. The results after 100% routing completion are
reported in Table 3.

Although XACT reports usage of di�erent type of
routing resources used, to simplify the comparison, we
report a a weighted sum corresponding roughly to the
total wire length. The formula used for calculating the
cost is:

Total = npips+5nfeed+5nlocal+10ndbl+15nlong+15nglobal
(14)

The last column reports the percentage improvement
(or decline) when switching from perimeter to area-IO.
We can see there is overall improvement (13%), but
that the improvement is greatest for the combinational
circuits. This suggests that although area-IO has ad-
vantages, our tentative CLB architecture and modi�ed
netlist interferes too much with the normal placement
of latches.

3.3 Delay Comparison

The method in this set of experiments were the
mostly same as in the previous experiments. Since the
Xilinx tools do not measure the delay except in refer-
ence to a pad or a clocked latch, clock lines had to be
added to the IO-ip-ops for the area-IO pads that were
not originally latched. Because of this extra routing, the
designs were re-placed and routed, and the delays mea-
sured with Xdelay. The worst case delay for each design
was appropriately corrected to account for di�erences
in the PAD and the DFF delays that were introduced
arti�cially by our modi�cations. For example if tcs is
the clock-to-setup delay reported by Xdelay for area-
IO case, from the replaced DFF to replaced DFF, the
corrected pad-to-pad tpp delay is expressed as:

tpp = tcs � (tclk2q + tsetup) + tibuf + tobuf (15)

Table 2 shows the corrected critical path delay for
each design on each architecture.

The data show signi�cant improvement for many de-
signs, and an average improvement of about 23.5%.
Most of this improvement is due to the combinational
circuits { the sequential circuits show mixed results,
with a mean improvement of only 1.4%.

Each experiment showed some overall savings, but
most of savings was for the combinational benchmarks.
This suggests that while area-IO has substantial bene-
�ts for layout in general, the particular architecture we
employed for these experiments results in an unhealthy
amount of competition between the latches and the IO
structures, which greatly reduces the advantages.

3.4 Number of IO vs. Position of IO

The savings detected in the previous results can be
due to two separate mechanisms. The �rst mechanism
is that the location of the IO within the area-IO archi-
tecture leads to shorter wirelengths because the mean
distance from IOB to CLB is decrease. A second and
equally plausible mechanism is that the sheer number
of IO in the area-IO architecture greatly lowers IO uti-
lization, increasing the chances that a nearby IO will
be unused and resulting in shorter wirelengths. We ex-
pect that some fraction of the improvement above is



Design Delaypio(ns) Delayaio(ns) Change

alu2 175.0 121.7 30%

vda 110.5 74.3 32%

x1 60.2 43.9 27%

c1355 102.3 81.5 20%

c3540 191.0 157.9 17%
c499 75.0 42.1 44%

c880 127.6 105.8 17%

s1196 108.4 95.8 11%

s1423 266.5 272.3 -2%

s5378 89.7 87.0 3%
s9234 122.0 130.9 -7%

s13207 166.2 166.3 0%

Meancomb 27%

Meanseq 1%
Meanall 16%

Table 2: Comparison of critical path delay in perime-
ter (pio) and area (aio) architectures for 12 bench-
mark circuits adjusted from values reported by Xde-
lay. The \change" column is the quantity (Delaypio-
Delayaio)/Delaypio.

attributable to each of these causes, though it is reason-
able to argue that the whole improvement is due only
to the larger number of IO in the area-IO case. The dis-
tinction is important because real area-IO designs have
a large number of IO and cannot bene�t from the �rst
mechanism.

In order to show that the savings in resources is also
due to the di�erence in IO placement, we ran the few of
the same designs for area-IO on Xilinx FPGA with addi-
tional constraints so that the number of CLB'S available
for area-IO is almost equal to the one available in the
perimeter-IO, but that the IOs are distributed evenly
throughout out the chip. The preliminary results indi-
cate that some of the improvement in routing resources
usage in area-IO is due to the distribution of the pads.

4 Conclusions

4.1 Costs of Area IO

We see that a shift to area-IO has some bene�ts. But
what about the costs? There are two types of costs that
area-IO incurs.

First, since area-IO is solely motivated by the need
to increase the number of IO, we would expect that the
number of IO would dramatically increase.4 Although
the individual IO structures for ip chip are smaller than
wirebond pads, doubling the number of IO would sub-
stantially increase the total chip area, and thus the cost
of the chip. This \cost" can be small, however, when
one considers that the number of high-IO chips needed
to implement a complex system may be much smaller
than the number of traditional chips needed.

The second costs are more dramatic. Since the num-
ber of applications that demand the high-IO capacity
of ip-chip is a relatively small fraction of the FPGA
market, the engineering costs need to be borne by a
small number of users. These engineering costs include

4The performance increases can be achieved by running dedi-

cated lines from the periphery into the core of the chip.

redesign of the FPGA core, which requires the develop-
ment of a new layout style that does not depend on tra-
ditional ring-based power distribution. In addition, in-
vestment in new manufacturing and testing procedures
will be needed. Given all of these development and in-
frastructure costs, it does not seem likely that vendors
will be quick to implement area-IO FPGAs.

How might this situation change as technologies
evolve? First, as the MCM and ip-chip infrastruc-
ture becomes more mature, the cost of the assembly
and test process will eventually surpass wirebonding.
In addition, developers of high performance chips that
demand area-IO will �nd design styles that replace the
perimeter-based techniques. At some point, the costs of
area-IO will gradually decrease. On the demand side,
we can expect as linewidths continue their inexorable
shrinkage that both perimeter based technologies will
need to push hard to keep up with the IO demand on
denser and denser chips. Area-based technologies will
have to push as well, but not as soon and not nearly
as hard since they are starting in an advantaged posi-
tion. Some have argued that as FPLDs become more
and more dense that the demand for IO on large FPLDs
may level o� since whole systems become integrated.
The demand for IO density is relatively independent
of whether or not the IO demand for large FPLDs in-
creases. Today's large FPLDs will become tomorrows
medium sized and eventually small FPLDs, but will re-
quire the same number of IO as are needed today. They
will simply have to deliver the same number of IO in a
smaller area.

4.2 Summary

Area-IO provide a promising way of increasing the
number of IO on a chip beyond the perimeter-IO limits.
We have shown a theoretical argument that suggests
that area-IO will reduce the total wirelength and thus
improve the delay and routability of FPLDs. Exper-
imental evidence shows that this is generally true for
a particular area-IO architecture we presented, though
the architecture we have presented su�ers from resource
conicts when applied to sequential benchmarks. The
improvements measured exist even in the case the the
area-IO architecture is restricted to the same number
of IO as its perimeter counterpart. Although, more
work is needed to produce a single accurate theoreti-
cal model, and to produce an area-IO architecture that
performs as well for combinational and sequential cir-
cuits alike, area-IO FPLDs clearly have the advantages
of more IO per gate, higher routability, and decreased
delay. A pressing question that remains to be answered
is whether these gains are compelling enough today to
motivate the changes required to achieve them.
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